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By Dame Edith Sitwell

Portable Poetry, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Dame Edith Louisa Sitwell DBE was born on 7
September 1887 in Scarborough in the North Riding of Yorkshire. Edith was the oldest child and only
daughter of her wildly eccentric and unloving parents. Her father, believing she had a spinal
deformation, imposed upon her a cure which involved locking her into an iron frame. In 1913 Edith
began to publish her poetry, her first was in the Daily Mirror; The Drowned Suns. Unconventional at
best as a person her poems reflect this with her exotic costumes and dramatic style all hung on a six
foot frame: many adored her, others thought her a poseur. In 1914, the 26-year-old Edith moved to
a small, down at heel flat in Bayswater, which she shared with Helen Rootham, her governess since
1903. Between 1916 and 1921 she edited Wheels, an annual poetic anthology compiled with her
brothers - a literary collaboration generally called the Sitwells. Edith was engrossed by the
distinction between poetry and music, and with Facade (1922), she created a series of abstract
poems, the rhythms of...
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This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most amazing publication we have read. Your lifestyle period will likely be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Ala na  McCulloug h-- Ala na  McCulloug h

It in a single of my favorite publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Your life period will probably be transform once you total
looking at this book.
-- Ja nie Schultz  I--  Ja nie Schultz  I
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